Occupational exposure to conventional antineoplastic drugs: can it be further limited?
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In 2019, we celebrated the 40th anniversary of the famous article published by Falck et al, dealing with the mutagenicity of the urine of nurses who were in daily contact with conventional antineoplastic drugs.1 Since the publication of this article, highlighting the hazard of handling such drugs, extensive literature has flowed, in order to:
  ► identify the different sources of contamination
  ► characterise the risks associated with this occupational exposure
  ► evaluate the levels of contamination
  ► assess new technologies/work processes and organisations contributing to limit the spread of contamination
  ► assess different decontamination solutions.

All this knowledge has raised our level of vigilance on this issue and encouraged us to upgrade our practices constantly. Scientific data have been obtained through technological advances and in many different operating conditions, the latter making it difficult to define a fair protection level. Moreover, a lack of relevant clinical references and toxicological values has led to a continuous exploration for protective measures. Forty years after the first report of the hazard of conventional antineoplastic drugs, the only certitude is that there are ways of reducing occupational exposure— but can complete elimination be expected?

The first aspect concerns the assessment of surface contamination, which was made according to local operating conditions and specifications.2 1 The lowest exposure level was often based upon the performances of the analytical methods used. However, comparison of results from published studies is difficult as performance levels vary.

The most important point therefore is to validate an assay that takes into consideration present standard requirements, including the wiping step, to ensure the good reproducibility of results over time.4–6 Each unit could select the antineoplastic drugs best adapted to their range of preparations. The USP800 monograph proposed some contaminants as contamination markers (eg, methotrexate, 5-fluorouracil, platinum salts or cyclophosphamide).7 Pharmacists could choose other contaminants depending notably on their hazardous character and their varying physicochemical properties.8 New innovative techniques with higher sensitivity make it difficult to define surface contamination thresholds.9 Further studies are required to determine the best monitoring frequency to standardise the procedure based on the number of preparations compounded or the amount of drug handled. Indeed, contamination needs to be monitored more frequently in high-rate production units than in low-rate production ones. This would help to establish contamination profiles for compounding units and obtain more comparable results from different studies.

The second aspect concerns safety measures. The American Society of Hospital Pharmacists recently published updated recommendations in 2018.8 The introduction of decontamination/deactivation solutions to remove residual contamination was clearly introduced by the USP800 monograph.1 However, practitioners have to choose the best decontamination solution for a compounding unit by considering other factors than simply the efficacy of the solution9—for example, situations that can occur in a compounding unit, such as a critical incident leading to a massive contamination exposure in a short space of time as well as continuous exposure to low doses through daily activity.10 Whatever the situation, the continuous training of healthcare workers must take place to improve safety. Finally, would it not be a simple but radical protection strategy to combine all measures? But within what limits? Must we systematically combine protective means in order to reach safe individual contamination levels? Beyond the efficacy of each protective means, it would probably be more logical to consider a protection strategy as a whole, by discussing what combinations will give the same results. The biggest issue is the cost associated with adding new measures. Indeed, pharmacists need to adapt the confinement strategy to the problems encountered in their compounding units. Two protective measures need to be implemented first: control of the environment, and implementation of an efficient deactivation/decontamination method. The place of closed-system drug transfer devices could be considered according to the results of environmental contamination or the contaminant.

To conclude, 40 years after Falck’s publication, we need clear guidelines on the actions to be undertaken in our facilities. Practices have to be standardised to establish a clear relationship between surface contamination levels and the protective measures implemented. Further studies are required for a better definition of contamination thresholds; more reliable biological markers would provide better protection to healthcare workers.
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